Generalization in quantitative and qualitative research: Myths and strategies
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What is already known about the topic?
- The topic of generalization is less often discussed by qualitative than by quantitative researchers, who consider the ability to generalize a key quality criterion.
- Many leaders in qualitative research have begun to note the importance of addressing generalization, to ensure that insights from qualitative inquiry are recognized as important sources of evidence for practice.

What this paper adds
- Generalization can be clarified by recognizing that there are three different models of generalization, each of which has relevance to nursing research and evidence-based practice: the classic statistical generalization model, analytic generalization, and the case-to-case transfer model (transferability).
- Both quantitative and qualitative researchers uphold certain myths about adherence to the three models of generalization, and these myths hinder the likelihood that real opportunities for generalization will be pursued.
- Many strategies can be adopted by both qualitative and quantitative nurse researchers to enrich the readiness of their studies for reasonable extrapolation.

Generalization, which is an act of reasoning that involves drawing broad inferences from particular observations, is widely-acknowledged as a quality standard in quantitative research, but is more controversial in qualitative research. The goal of most qualitative studies is not to generalize but rather to provide a rich, contextualized understanding of some aspect of human experience through the intensive study of particular cases. Yet, in an environment where evidence for improving practice is held in high esteem, generalization in relation to knowledge claims merits careful attention by both qualitative and quantitative researchers. Issues relating to generalization are, however, often ignored or misrepresented by both groups of researchers. Three models of generalization, as proposed in a seminal article by Firestone, are discussed in this paper: classic sample-to-population (statistical) generalization, analytic generalization, and case-to-case transfer (transferability). Suggestions for enhancing the capacity for generalization in terms of all three models are offered. The suggestions cover such issues as planned replication, sampling strategies, systematic reviews, reflexivity and higher-order conceptualization, thick description, mixed methods research, and the RE-AIM framework within pragmatic trials.
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a study. Without generalization, there would be no evidence-based practice: research evidence can be used only if it has some relevance to settings and people outside of the contexts studied.

Although many articles and books have discussed the issue of generalizability, few have considered strategies for addressing it in nursing research. The purpose of this paper is to discuss three different models of generalization, to identify “myths” about the degree to which these models are adhered to in qualitative and quantitative research, and to offer suggestions for enhancing the capacity for generalization in nursing research.

1. Introduction

In quantitative research, generalizability is considered a major criterion for evaluating the quality of a study (Kerlinger and Lee, 2000; Polit and Beck, 2008). Within the classic validity framework of Cook and Campbell (e.g., Shadish et al., 2002), external validity—the degree to which inferences from a study can be generalized—has been a valued standard for decades. Yet, generalizability is a thorny, complex, and illusive issue even in studies that are considered to yield high-quality evidence (Kerlinger and Lee, 2000; Shadish et al., 2002).

In qualitative studies, the issue of generalization is even more complicated, and more controversial. Qualitative researchers seldom worry explicitly about the issue of generalizability. The goal of most qualitative studies is to provide a rich, contextualized understanding of human experience through the intensive study of particular cases. Qualitative researchers do not all agree, however, about the importance or attainability of generalizability. Some challenge the possibility of generalizability in any type of research, be it qualitative or quantitative. In this view, generalization requires extrapolation that can never be fully justified because findings are always embedded within a context. According to this way of thinking, knowledge is idiographic, to be found in the particulars (Guba, 1978; Erlandson et al., 1993). On the other hand, some qualitative researchers believe that in-depth qualitative research is especially well suited for revealing higher-level concepts and theories that are not unique to a particular participant or setting (Glaser, 2002; Misco, 2007). In this view, the rich, highly detailed, and potentially insightful nature of qualitative findings make them especially suitable for extrapolation.

In the current evidence-based practice environment, the issue of the applicability of research findings beyond the particular people who took part in a study has gained importance for qualitative researchers. Groleau et al. (2009), in discussing generalizability in a recent article in Qualitative Health Research, argued that an important goal of qualitative studies is to shape the opinion of decision-makers whose actions affect people’s health and well-being. Thorne (2008) echoed similar sentiments about the need to adopt a practical perspective: “…the moral mandate of a practice discipline requires usable general knowledge…(Qualitative) researchers in this field are obliged to consider their findings ‘as if’ they might indeed be applied in practice” (p. 227). Ayres et al. (2003) observed that, “Just as with statistical analysis, the end product of qualitative analysis is a generalization, regardless of the language used to describe it” (p. 881).

2. Models of generalization

Firestone (1993) developed a typology depicting three models of generalizability that provides a useful framework for considering generalizations in qualitative and quantitative studies. The first model is extrapolating from a sample to a population (statistical generalization), the classical model underpinning most quantitative studies. The second model is analytic generalization, a model that has relevance in both qualitative and quantitative research. The third model is case-to-case translation, which is more often called transferability. The latter two models have been described as mechanisms for dealing with the apparent paradox of qualitative research—it’s focus on the particular and its simultaneous interest in the general and abstract (Schwandt, 1997).

2.1. Statistical generalization

In the familiar model of generalization—what Lincoln and Guba (1985) referred to as nomothetic generalization—quantitative researchers begin by identifying the population to which they wish to generalize their results. The population is the totality of elements or people that have common, defined characteristics, and about whom the study results are relevant. Researchers proceed to select participants from that population, with the goal of selecting a sample that is representative of the population. The best strategy for achieving a representative sample is to use probability (random) methods of sampling, which give every member of the population an equal chance to be included in the study with a determinable probability of selection. Standard tests of statistical inference are based on the assumption that random sampling from the target population has occurred (Polit, 2010).

Like most models, this generalizability model is an ideal—a goal to be achieved, rather than an accurate depiction of what transpires in real-world research. Yet the myth that this model is adhered to in quantitative scientific inquiry in the human sciences perseveres.

One flaw stems from the starting point: most quantitative researchers begin with only a vague notion of a target population. They are more likely to have an explicit accessible population, that is, a group to which they have access and from which participants are sampled. Even accessible populations, which are linked to hypothetical target populations in a diffuse and often unarticulated way, frequently are ill-defined in research reports. In many cases, the population may be identified based on sample characteristics and relevant eligibility criteria—that is, the real starting point is often the sample, not the population.

Random sampling is the vehicle through which the statistical model of generalization can be enacted. Even a casual perusal of journal articles in nursing and health care is sufficient to conclude that the vast majority of studies
with human beings do not involve random samples. Intervention studies, in particular, almost never rely on random samples (Shadish et al., 2002). In the rare study in which participants are sampled at random, cooperation is rarely perfect, which means that random sampling seldom results in random samples. Yet, the myth of random sampling in quantitative research persists. For example, Teddlie and Tashakkori (2009), in their recent textbook on mixed methods research, described quantitative sampling as "mostly probability" (p. 22). The random sampling myth is one in which virtually all researchers conspire when they apply standard statistical tests to analyze their data, in violation of the assumption of random sampling.

2.2. Analytic generalization

In analytic generalization, Firestone's second model of generalization, researchers strive to generalize from particulars to broader constructs or theory. Analytic generalization is most often linked with qualitative research, although it is implicitly embedded within theory-driven quantitative research as well.

In an idealized model of analytic generalization, qualitative researchers develop conceptualizations of processes and human experiences through in-depth scrutiny and higher-order abstraction. In the course of their analysis, qualitative researchers distinguish between information that is relevant to all (or many) study participants, in contrast to aspects of the experience that are unique to particular participants (Ayres et al., 2003). Generalizing to a theory or conceptualization is a matter of identifying evidence that supports that conceptualization (Firestone, 1993).

Analytic generalization in qualitative inquiry occurs most keenly at the point of analysis and interpretation. Through rigorous inductive analysis, together with the use of confirmatory strategies that address the credibility of the conclusions, qualitative researchers can arrive at insightful, inductive generalizations regarding the phenomenon under study. As noted by Thorne et al. (2009), "When articulated in a manner that is authentic and credible to the reader, (findings) can reflect valid descriptions of sufficient richness and depth that their products warrant a degree of generalizability in relation to a field of understanding" (p. 1385, emphasis added).

As is true for statistical generalizability, the analytic generalization model is an ideal that is not always realized. Thorne and Darbyshire (2005), in their provocative and clever paper designed to inspire improvements in qualitative health research, noted a number of tendencies of qualitative researchers that undermine analytic generalization. Examples of the problematic patterns they identified based on years of experience as qualitative researchers included premature closure ("stopping at the 'aha'"), enthusiasm for artificial coherence ("fitness addiction"), and stopping when it is convenient rather than when saturation is attained ("the wet diaper." p. 1108). They specifically noted that problematic qualitative health reports present "overgeneralizations that spill out from the conclusions," (p. 1107) and then become fodder for the critics of qualitative research.

2.3. Transferability

The third model of generalizability proposed by Firestone (1993) is what he called case-to-case translation. Case-to-case transfer, which involves the use of findings from an inquiry to a completely different group of people or setting, is more widely referred to as transferability (Lincoln and Guba, 1985), but has also been called reader generalizability (Misco, 2007).

Transferability is most often discussed as a collaborative enterprise. The researcher's job is to provide detailed descriptions that allow readers to make inferences about extrapolating the findings to other settings. The main work of transferability, however, is done by readers and consumers of research. Their job is to evaluate the extent to which the findings apply to new situations. It is the readers and users of research who "transfer" the results.

Transferability has close connections to concepts developed by research methodologist Donald Campbell (1969), who suggested an approach to generalizability called the proximal similarity model. Campbell himself thought that proximal similarity was a more suitable term than external validity—a term he himself had coined—for considering how research might be extrapolated. Within the proximal similarity model, researchers and consumers envision which contexts are more or less like the one in the study. His model involves conceptualizing a gradient of similarity for times, people, settings, and contexts, from most closely similar to least similar. Proximal similarity supports transferability to those people, settings, sociopolitical contexts, and times that are most like (i.e., most proximally similar to) those in the focal study. A similar idea was suggested by Lincoln and Guba (1985), who used the term fittingness to refer to the degree of congruence or similarity between two contexts.

Although transferability is a concept that has been used as a quality criterion primarily in qualitative research, the proximal similarity model brings to light the salience of transferability in quantitative research as well. Let us assume, for example, that a random sample of women from Ohio participated in a health survey. Findings about the correlation between (for example) poverty and smoking in that sample could be generalized to women throughout the state, according to the statistical model of generalization. The proximal similarity (transferability) model is appropriate for considering whether the findings could be extrapolated to women in other midwestern states, to women in Australia, and to women in rural China—or to men in Ohio.

In discussing strategies to support transferability, most writers discuss the need for thick description (Geertz, 1973; Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Thick description refers to rich, thorough descriptive information about the research setting, study participants, and observed transactions and processes. Readers can make good judgments about the proximal similarity of study contexts and their own environments only if researchers provide high-quality descriptive information. As Firestone (1990) noted, thick description is not restricted to prose, as the name implies, but involves all forms of critical information (including
demonstrate critical aspects of a phenomenon (Patton, 2002), which involves selecting important replicates that illuminate and transferability. For example, critical case sampling, sampling decisions. In qualitative research, various purposes of describing the phenomenon and in providing supporting data for the researchers' interpretations.

3. Strategies to enhance generalized inferences

Although it would be impossible to catalogue and discuss the many strategies that could be used to enhance generalization in nursing studies, we offer a few suggestions. Some are appropriate for individual researchers, and others are more global strategies.

3.1. Replication in sampling

Replication plays a role in all three models of generalization. In discussing analytic generalization, Firestone argued that “When conditions vary, successful replication contributes to generalizability. Similar results under different conditions illustrate the robustness of the finding” (p. 17).

Replication is an important principle in making sampling decisions. In qualitative research, various purposive sampling strategies that involve deliberate replication can be used to promote both analytic generalization and transferability. For example, critical case sampling, which involves selecting important replicates that illuminate critical aspects of a phenomenon (Patton, 2002), can contribute to the researchers’ ability to crystallize a conceptualization. Replication with deviant cases (i.e., the most unusual or extreme informants) can help to refine or revise a conceptualization, but can also help to understand extreme conditions under which the conceptualization holds. Replication within a range of cases that vary on attributes likely to affect conceptualization (maximum variation sampling) can also help to strengthen generalization.

Saturation of important themes and categories is the sampling principle used to enhance the likelihood that analytic generalization can occur, and saturation clearly encompasses the concept of replication. As Morse et al. (2002) pointed out, there must be sufficient, and redundant, information in qualitative research to account for all aspects of a phenomenon. Strategic replication in qualitative research can also enhance transferability.

In quantitative research, replication of participants, in the form of adding to sample size, can enhance generalization, as well as statistical power. Even when samples are not drawn at random, the more replicates there are, the greater the likelihood that unusual cases will cancel each other out, which in turn can contribute to the sample’s representativeness—although the famous example of the sample of Literary Digest readers who led to the prediction that Alfred Landon would defeat Franklin Roosevelt in the 1936 presidential election reminds us that large samples can also harbor bias.

Small convenience samples of participants who are not selected for any theoretical reasons are all too common in quantitative studies, and yet it is precisely this type of design that poses the most severe threats to the conventional model of generalizability. Indeed, it could be argued that quantitative researchers would do better at achieving representative samples for the statistical generalizability model if they had a more purposive approach—that is, if they explicitly added replicates to correspond more closely to population parameters. Quota sampling, for example, is a semi-purposive sampling strategy that is far superior to convenience sampling because it seeks to ensure sufficient replicates within key strata of the population. Another purposive replication strategy for enhancing representativeness is multi-site sampling. Shadish et al. (2002) also argued for more purposive sampling, noting that deliberate heterogeneous sampling on presumptively important dimensions is an important strategy for generalization.

3.2. Replication of studies

At a broader level, there needs to be greater encouragement for the planned replication of studies (Fahs et al., 2003), which enhances the potential for generalizability in all three models. If concepts, relationships, patterns, and successful interventions can be confirmed in multiple contexts, varied times, and with different types of people, confidence in their validity and applicability will be strengthened. Indeed, the more diverse the contexts and populations, the greater will be the ability to sort out “irrelevancies” from general truths (Shadish et al., 2002). Yet, deliberate replication is often not seen as valuable, and is sometimes actively discouraged for graduate students. Knowledge does not come simply by testing a new theory, using a new instrument, or inventing a new construct (or, worse, giving an inventive label to an old construct). Knowledge grows through confirmation. Many theses and dissertations would likely have a bigger impact on nursing practice if they were replications that yielded systematic, confirmatory evidence—or if they revealed restrictions on generalized conclusions. Of course, in both qualitative and
quantitative research, intentional replication only makes sense when there are strong, thoughtful studies that yield evidence worth repeating.

3.3. Integration of evidence

Perhaps the most important development for enhancing generalizations in health care research comes from the recent methodologic and conceptual advances in integrating evidence from multiple studies. Systematic integration in the form of meta-analysis and metasynthesis has emerged as a cornerstone of the evidence-based practice movement. Such integration relies on replications.

Meta-analysis involves the statistical integration of results from multiple quantitative studies addressing the same research question. Meta-analyses are a good way to address, if not redeem, the deficiencies of individual studies with regard to the classic generalizability model. By combining results from participants of different backgrounds, settings, time periods, and circumstances, greater clarity about generalized inferences and limits to those inferences can be achieved.

Metasynthesis involves interpretive translations produced from the integration of findings about a phenomenon from multiple qualitative studies. Analytic generalization is particularly well exemplified in high-quality metasyntheses because higher-order abstractions are often developed, and the conceptual power of the formulation about the phenomenon of interest is enhanced. Thorne (2009), in discussing metasynthesis, noted that “findings from distinct studies in a field can be rigorously integrated into stronger and more generalizable knowledge claims.” Schofield (1990) recognized the potential of integration for enhancing generalizability in qualitative research two decades ago, well before modern-day methods for metasynthesis evolved.

Although systematic integrations of qualitative and quantitative findings bode well for the analytic generalization and statistical models of generalization, it remains to be seen whether integrative summaries can play a role in the transferability model. Integrations tend to strip out information about study contexts, and may offer little guidance about the extent to which the generalizations developed in the integration can be transferred. Typically, integrative reviews include only limited descriptions for assessing proximal similarity. Future methodological work on integration might tackle this important problem of transferability. Moreover, the potential for integration to contribute to generalizable knowledge cannot be realized if the integration is poorly conceived or executed without recognition of the complexity of the task.

3.4. Thinking conceptually and reflexively

All models of generalization can benefit from researchers spending more time reflecting on their concepts and data, rather than focusing disproportionate attention on methods. Nearly five decades ago, the philosopher of social science Arthur Kaplan (1964) worried about the pervasive characteristic he called methodolatry, the “overemphasis on what methodology can achieve” (p. 24). The primacy of method over substance is a concern echoed by several qualitative researchers (e.g., Sandelowski, 1997), and is relevant to the discussion of generalizability.

A generalization inherently involves abstraction of general concepts from particular observations. Generalization is something in which all human beings engage. Stake (1978), for example, used the term naturalistic generalization to refer to generalizations as a product of human experiences in which people identify “the similarities of objects and issues” (p. 6). Eisner (1998), who wrote at length about generalization and qualitative inquiry, made a similar point. He observed that, “Human beings have the spectacular capacity to go beyond the information given, to fill in gaps, to generate interpretations, to extrapolate, and to make inferences in order to construe meanings. Through this process, knowledge is accumulated, perception is refined, and meaning deepened” (p. 211). Researchers can enhance the likelihood that such generalization and knowledge accumulation will happen by being more reflexive, by thinking conceptually, and by using strategies to enhance the potential for all three types of generalization.

Quantitative researchers are perhaps more guilty than qualitative researchers of not paying attention to conceptual matters in an ongoing way. In many quantitative studies, researchers relegate the bulk of their conceptual energies to the early “conceptual phase” (Polit and Beck, 2008) of a study. Once the intellectual and creative work of formulating a problem, theoretical context, and study design has been completed, the implementation of the research plan can sometimes be rather mechanical. Yet, in the midst of data collection, thoughtful reflection about the setting, the participants, and the data themselves could foster insights that would contribute to generalized understandings. In many quantitative studies, there is also room for improvement during the “conceptual phase” for developing a strong theoretical or conceptual basis, to enhance analytic generalization.

To do high-quality work, qualitative researchers must be reflexive and conceptual throughout their project. Their emergent efforts to ask good questions of the right people (or to observe the right behaviors or events) force ongoing decisions that are, in theory at least, driven by the conceptual demands of the study, and it is these efforts that contribute to analytic generalization. Quantitative researchers likely would benefit from more thoroughly understanding qualitative methods, and applying some to their own research.

Conceptualization is clearly an aspect of analytic generalization, but is relevant in considering transferability and the proximal similarity model as well. Because researchers are familiar with only the “sending contexts” of their study and not the “receiving contexts” of potential users (Lincoln and Guba, 1985), some argue that the researcher’s responsibility is solely to provide thorough description of the sending contexts so that transferability becomes an option for readers. The proximal similarity model suggests, however, that researchers can go a bit further. In developing their thick descriptions, researchers can think conceptually rather than simply descriptively about their contexts. That is, they can develop (and
3.5. “Know thy Data”

Qualitative researchers are expected to be immersed in their data. Immersion in and strong reflection about one’s data can promote effective generalization, particularly for the analytic generalization model but also for the other generalization models.

The process of “making meaning” and developing powerful analytic generalizations in qualitative studies relies on the researcher’s thorough understanding of and engagement with the data. Ayres et al. (2003) provided an excellent discussion of how analytic generalization (they used the term generalizability) can be strengthened through intensive within-case and across-case analysis. They noted that such immersion does not always occur, and that some researchers “fail to go beyond the production of a list of themes or key categories” (p. 881). Without being thoroughly absorbed with one’s own data and with the details of the study context, researchers may also fall short in providing the thick descriptions upon which transferability depends.

Quantitative researchers could benefit from greater immersion in their data as well. Indeed, quantitative researchers are often disconnected from their data in ways that can undermine their capacity for insightful interpretation and generalization. For example, in large studies quantitative researchers often do not collect their own data but rather hire research assistants to do this. Many do not analyze their own data either, relying instead on statistical consultants. Having technical assistance and staff support is essential in large-scale studies, but this should not prevent lead researchers from getting close to their data.

Even when working with large data sets, quantitative researchers can get to know their participants and study contexts better by looking at data horizontally (within cases), rather than simply vertically (across cases for specific variables). Scrutiny of the complete data record for extreme cases, typical cases, exemplary cases, and people from small subgroups can often illuminate “what is going on” in a dataset in a way that computing a statistic cannot. This process has been referred to as the “qualitizing” of quantitative data (Sandelowski, 2000). Sandelowski (2001) has also noted that the “quantitizing” of qualitative data can serve to confirm conclusions and to generate meaning, which can promote analytic generalization.

Even in the absence of qualitizing, quantitative researchers can enhance their generalizability claims by developing a better familiarity with who is in their samples—and who is not. Given that the validity of classic generalizations depends on seldom-achieved random sampling, Kerlinger and Lee (2000) noted that the model can work reasonably well “if we are careful about studying our data to detect substantial sample idiosyncrasy” (p. 286). They advised researchers to check their sample for easily verified expectations. For example, if half the population is known to be female, then the researcher can check to see if approximately half the sample is female.

3.6. Thick description

There is broad agreement that description needs to be sufficiently detailed to permit transferability. Yet, even Lincoln and Guba (1986) acknowledged that “it is by no means clear how ‘thick’ a thick description needs to be” (p. 77).

Decisions about degrees of “thickness” will depend on the particulars of the research, but a general recommendation is for researchers to consciously consider the consequences of their “thickness” decision for the applicability of their evidence. Qualitative and quantitative researchers need to do a better job at providing basic information about their participants, contexts, and timeframes. Readers should know when data were collected, what type of community was involved, and who the participants were, in terms of their age, gender, race or ethnicity, and any clinical or social characteristics that might affect an assessment of proximal similarity.

Descriptive information is sometimes hidden from readers in an effort to protect confidentiality, but sometimes withholding information serves little purpose. For example, researchers are more likely to say that their study was done “in a large American city” than to say that it was done in, say, Boston. In most studies, especially quantitative ones, no one’s confidentiality would be breached by communicating the specific locale—and yet, naming the city could offer valuable information for potential users’ judgments about proximal similarity. In any event, many readers easily can infer that the research setting was Boston based on the author’s institutional affiliation—suggesting perhaps yet another myth within research circles. The withholding of information about specific locales does not appear to be mandated within ethical guidelines, with the possible exception of case studies (American Psychological Association, 2010). Thus, researchers should consider sharing precise information about the context of their studies, unless there are prohibitions about doing so from institutional partners.
3.7. Mixed methods research

Mixed methods research, which involves the collection, analysis, and integration of qualitative and quantitative data within a study or coordinated series of studies, appears to hold promise for generalizability. Larger and more representative samples in the quantitative strand of mixed methods studies can promote confidence in generalizability in the classic sense. Well-grounded meta-inferences (Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2009) based on rich, complementary data sources can enhance analytic generalization. And rich and diverse descriptive information from two types of data source can promote an understanding of proximal similarities and hence transferability. Interest in mixed methods research is growing rapidly, and exciting developments are also occurring with regard to mixed methods integration (e.g., Flemming, 2010; Plueye et al., 2009). It remains to be seen, however, whether mixed methods research will live up to the promise of enhancing generalization potential. To a very large extent, this will depend on strategic and judicious blending of data to arrive at knowledge that merits generalization.

3.8. Pragmatic trials and the RE-AIM framework

In intervention research, the tension between internal validity (the ability to infer a causal link between an intervention and measured outcomes) and external validity (generalizing effects beyond the study sample) has long been a source of consternation (Shadish et al., 2002). The traditional solution has been to sacrifice external validity to internal validity by designing tightly controlled randomized controlled trials (RCTs) with stringent exclusion criteria that can render the results difficult to apply in the real world.

Another solution to the validity conflict is a phased approach in which researchers first conduct controlled efficacy RCTs (wherein internal validity is first established), followed by effectiveness studies (wherein the generalizability of effects is tested under more realistic circumstances). Although this approach has appeal, it has seldom been used in nursing—effectiveness studies are costly and rare.

Recently, there have been calls for undertaking “pragmatic” clinical trials that strive to achieve a balance between internal and external validity in a single trial (Glasgow et al., 2005; Borglin and Richards, 2010). Relatedly, efforts to improve the generalizability of evidence from intervention studies have given rise to a framework called RE-AIM (Glasgow, 2006). The RE-AIM framework involves a scrutiny of five aspects of an intervention trial: its Reach, Efficacy, Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance. Two elements of the framework, Reach and Adoption, directly relate to generalizations. Reach concerns the extent to which study participants have characteristics that reflect those of that population. Adoption concerns the number and representativeness of settings in which the intervention is adopted. Use of the RE-AIM framework is likely to enhance generalization, especially within the statistical generalization and transferability models. The RE-AIM framework is beginning to be adopted in nursing intervention studies (Whittemore et al., 2009).

4. Discussion

Generalizability or applicability is an issue of great importance in all forms of health and social research, and this is particularly true in the current environment in which evidence is held in high esteem. Qualitative and quantitative studies have developed their own special ways of dealing with generalization, none of them with perfect success. Arguably though, there are fewer “myths” relating to the analytic generalization and transferability models than to the statistical model of generalizability that has been cherished as a criterion of excellence in quantitative research. The statistical generalizability model is almost never fully realized, even though the research community usually acts as though it is. It is therefore somewhat ironic that critics of constructivist approaches often cite “the generalizability problem” as a critical factor for not giving qualitative research its due (Sandelowski, 1997).

Like all models in the behavioral and social sciences, the three models of generalization discussed in this paper are ideals, not representations of reality. And, in fact, leading thinkers and methodologists from both the postpositivist and constructivist schools have long recognized that generalizations can never be made with certainty. For example, a prominent measurement expert (Cronbach, 1975) and an influential advocate for naturalistic approaches (Guba, 1978) both asserted that any generalization represents a working hypothesis. Cronbach noted that, “When we give proper weight to local conditions, any generalization is a working hypothesis, not a conclusion” (p. 125). Guba concurred, writing that “in the spirit of naturalistic inquiry (the researcher) should regard each possible generalization only as a working hypothesis, to be tested again in the next encounter and again in the encounter after that” (p. 70).

Kerlinger and Lee (2000) advanced a similar position in discussing generalizability not as an absolute but as something that exists on a continuum. In discussing the classic model of generalizability, they noted that the usual question of whether the results of a study can be generalized to other people or settings should perhaps be replaced with a question of relativity: “How much can we generalize the results of the study?” (p. 474, emphasis in original).

Despite the difficulty in both qualitative and quantitative research of achieving the ideals embodied in the three models of generalization, they offer a good frame of reference for planning and conducting research. The standard statistical model of generalization may not be relevant for qualitative researchers, but all three models of generalization are germane in quantitative research—although this is seldom recognized. To develop evidence that is useful to practitioners, nurse researchers should strive to meet the generalization ideals embodied in the models, to compensate for lapses from it, and to identify those lapses so that the worth of study evidence can be more accurately assessed. They must also, of course, strive to develop evidence with high validity and integrity, which is a precondition to any generalizability goal.

With evidence-based practice gaining increasing acceptance, the eyes of the entire nursing community are on
the evidence that nurse researchers produce—both in terms of its validity/trustworthiness and its potential for application in real-world settings. Rather than disdaining the possibility of generalizability (some qualitative researchers) or unfairly assailing the limitations of qualitative research to yield general truths (some quantitative researchers), researchers with roots in all paradigms can take steps to enrich the readiness of their studies for “reasonable extrapolation” (Patton, 2002, p. 489).

Of course, clinicians will always need to be thoughtful about using “generalizable” evidence, because generalizations are never universal. As Lincoln and Guba (1985) noted, “The trouble with generalizations is that they don’t apply to particulars” (p. 110). Donmoyer (1990) also cautioned against directly generalizing from research findings to specific individuals in specific circumstances. Evidence with high potential for generalizability represents a good starting starting point—a working hypothesis that must be evaluated within a context of clinical expertise and patient preferences.
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